
Presented below are water quality standards that are in effect for Clean 
Water Act purposes. 
  
EPA is posting these standards as a convenience to users and has made 
a reasonable effort to assure their accuracy. Additionally, EPA has made 
a reasonable effort to identify parts of the standards that are not 
approved, disapproved, or are otherwise not in effect for Clean Water 
Act purposes. 
 





ABSTRACT 
The objective of this classification system is to describe potential stream 

usee and provide a basis for making and supporting water quality manage- 
ment decisions. Only those uses which can be described in terms of biologi- 
cal communities are discussed. “Use” ls defmed by a class of organisms ca- 
pablo of inhabiting a stream. The ‘use classes” are: A - cold water sport 

.+ fish, B - warm water sport fish, C - intolerant forage fmb intolerant 
, - macroinvertebrateur a valuable populatiod of tolerant forage fish, D - i 

to’lerant or very tolerant forage or rough fish, or tolerant 
L macroinvertebrates, and E - very tolerant macroinvertebrates or no 

aquatic life. 
The appropriate use class for a stream is determined by comparing the 

ecologierrl needs of use class organisms with the natural ecological chnmc- 
teristics of a stream system. A set of procedures to evaluate stream system 
characteristics is presented. Stream system habitat evaluation is stremed. 
A matrix is used to numerically rank habitat characteristics from excel- 
lent to poor. Twelve habitat rating items are listed and include character- 
istics of the watershed, banks, stream substrate, stream morphology and 
hydrology, and aesthetics. Other factors ueed to determine appropriate use 
class l e background dissolved oxygen, temperature. pH, toxics. end ex- 
isting biota. A range of values for all of these stream system characteristics 
is provided which correlates with criteria required to support a specific 
use clue. Although the intent of the system is to provide more objectivity to 
the clruification process, profenional judgment of a stream’s potential 
use is still important. 
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INTRODUCTldfi 

Procedures for cln.99ifvinp Wisconsin streams have been 
developed to provide a scientific method for designating 
uses according to a stream’s natural ability to support a cer- 
tain biological community. A specific biological community 
is termed a “use class”. The objective of the classification 
system is to provide a basis for making and supporting water 
quality management decisions. The need for classifying sur- 
face waters is based on the recognition that ah surface wa- 
ters will not support the same level of use. and that different 
use classes may require different levels of water quality to 
rurviw3. 

To &ssify streams and meet both scientific and manage- 
ment objectives two basic assumptions are necessary: 
(1) stream systems with similar characteristics will support 

simihr biological communities and can be described as a use 
class.and(2) ifstreamswithinauseclasaaremanagedina 
similar way they will support a similar use. 

Stream classification systfms have generally been based 
on existing conditions; e.g.. fish populations, trophic state. 
The problem with these types of systems is that existing bio- 
logical communitiee or trophic state may be a function of 
controllable pollution, not a function of stream system po- 
tential. According to Warren (1979) “classification of 
stream systems ought not to be based directly on just mea- 
surement of stream performnnce. for then it would have lit- 
tla value for prediction, explanation, understanding and 
management.” He recommended that stream classification 
S~S~AUM should be based on “watershed-environment and 
stream habitat-capacity,” not on just bioiogicai communi- 
ties inhabiting a stream when it is clamitied. 

A stream is an ecosystem made up of climate, watershed, 
banka, bed, water volume, water quality, and biota. A 
stream’s use ia dependent upon the natural characterjatics 
of the entire rtrslm ecosystem, and on the cultural ahera- 
tions or impacts which have occurred or me occurring. 
Present stream uass are always affected by both natural 

characteristics and cultural impacts. Potential - are al- 
ways affected by natural characteristics, and may be af- 
fected by cultural impacta. Since the management goe.i is to 
control the cultural impacts affecting stream use, it is iogical 
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FACTORS AFFiCTlNG 

A variety of factors affect the ability of a surface water to 
support certain uses (Table 1). Some are “natural” and are 
a function of the watershed system in which the stream is 
embedded. Some are “cultural” and are a function of socie- 
tal use of the stream system. These natural and cultural fac- 
tors are characterized as either physical or chemical, and 
further, they may be controllable or uncontrollable. For the 
purpose of classification the uncontrollable factors, 
whether they are natural or cultural, ultimately determine a 

to base classification on a stream’s potential to support a 
given use in the absence of controllable impacts, not on the 
present state of the biological community. 

To determine the biological community.a stream can 
support it is necessary to relate the natural characteristics of 
tbe whole system to the ecological requirements of use class 
organisms. A stream classification systenfstructured in this 
way will predict the potential use of a stream and will also 
serve to indicate the management necessary to attain the 
use. 

Published stream classification systems baaed on stream 
system potential are rare. A few systems include parameters 
which affect use (Pennak 1971, Platt 1974, Minnesota Pol- 
lution Control Agency 1979). However, these systems do not 
include a method for quantifying data and observations to 
arrive at an objective classification. Perhaps the reason for 
this is lack of information on ah the ecological requirements 
of specific organisms. There is a good data base on how tem- 
perature, dissolved oxygen, and other chemical parameters 
affect aquatic organisms, but not on the influence of habitat. 
The U.S. Forest Service comes close to providing an ade- 
quate stream classification system (U.S. Department of Ag- 
riculture 1976). It was developed to quantitatively assess 
the stability of mountain streams and to identify streams 
needing intensive management. Some of the parameters in 
the Forest Service are not applicable to Wisconsin streams, 
but the concept is sound, and has been adapted for part of 
this classifmation system. 

The set of guidelines described in this report is not in- 
tended to be a rigid assessment technique. Streams cannot 
always be realistically classified by a totally objective sys- 
tem. Because of their dynamic nature, biological communi- 
ties are perhaps the most difficult objects we have chosen to 
study. Similar stream systems should support similar uses, 
but each stream is an individual ecosystem and must be 
classified individually. A stream classification comes down 
to a fina judgment--a judgment based on measuratie fac- 
tors, and perhaps just as important, on intuition gamed 
from experience and past observation. 
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stream’s notentiai or attair .Ible use. Controllable factors 
such as point source dischE :es, which have an impact on 
stream use, should not infl mce a stream’s classified use. 
Controllable factors are cot .iered temporary, pending im- 
plementation of control mt ~ure5. The effecta of some cul- 
tural factors may be uncon slat le because they cannot be 
changed with the applicatil >I ” seasonable” management. 
In many cases these cultur ac i>rs and impacts have be- 
come the “natural” charac t,f 5 of a stream. 
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NATURAL FACTORS 

Since most streams ~IJ Wisconsin have heen disturbed, it 
is difficult to define a tot&y natural factor. For classifica- 
tion, natural factors are defined as the characteristics of a 
atream system in the absence of direct cultural impacts such 
.SS dams. flow reduction by withdrawal, and point source dis- 
charges. Natural factors which affect stream uses are flow, 
habitat, and “natural” physical or chemical characteristics 
of water. 

Flow Regime. The flow or quantity of water available to 
support aquatic organisms is of primary importance. It is an 
obvious fact that large fish species require a higher level of 
flow than small fmh species to survive in a stream. Without 
adequam flow, huge fLsh wouhi not have room to move, feed 
or reproduce. Stream flow is directly correlated to the 
CIasau of OrgMisms, or uses, a stream is capable of support- 
ing. Flow stability or frequency also becomes an important 
factor in some streams. Flow extreme+ especially in streams 
running through altered watersheds, can be a major factor in 
determining appropriate uses. 

Habitat Structu.ra The physical structure and flow of 
water in a stream interact to create an environtttent suit&e 
to support vluious claasea of orga&ms. Substrata, pools and 
riffles, water depth, erbeion and deposition amae, and cover 
provide necessary habitat. Studies by Corman and &rr 
(1978) and Hunt (1971) clearly show that mom diverse 
habitats support more abundant and diverse aquatic corn- 
munities. A stream with poor habitat structure will support 
fewer organisms, to the extent that the life support require- 
menta of only very tolerant fish or insects may be met. An 
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TABLE 1. Examples of common factora affecting 
stream uses. 

Factor cofamenb 
Uncontrolhbh Natural Foctcm 

1) Flowregime -- 

2) Hobitatstruotum Habitat development may 
beooMideredinhigh 
quality .tnmM 

3) w*tcrqudity 

Uncortrollabk Coltwal Factors 

1) Lmdua 

2) Existiag hydrolqgic 
moditiatioa 
rD8m some rMMgemont may 
b. Straightening be possible 
0. wdunidmiMge 

ContreUablo Cukursf Feoters 

1) Pointsources Thea0 f&ztom 8xa 
& Munioipol 
IA la&arid izizPb’o wihia 

2) Noapciotsouraa 
a. AgricultllmlnInoff 
b. Vrbennmoff 
c coMwuotionsito 

3) othorhctora 
L Wetor withdrowel 
b. Septic system drainage 
c Propaal hy+&gifal 

SltWdOM 
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analyois of habitat structure is an important factor in the 
stream classification process. 

Water Quality. The natural physico-chemical charac- 
teristics of general importance in streams i&lude dissolved 
oxygen, temperature, suspended solids, and dissolved ions. 
These parameters are of major concern in determining the 
ability of a stream to support certain classes of organisms. 
Water quality extremes are of particular importance. Devia- 
tions from water quality criteria levels, even for a short time, 
may stress aquatic communities beyond recovery. 

Naturat .water quality is influenced by watershed geol- 
ogy, soils, and surface features. Flow regime and instream 
habitat structure may also have an influence on water quali- 
ty. To classify a stream into an appropriate use class it is 
important to determine the natural water quality of a 
stream system. 

Natural factors are generally not controllable. They are 
the most aignikant factors in determining the potential 
uses of a stream. 
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CULTURAL FACTORS 

Cukurally induced conditions are those that have been 
caused by certain actions on the land and in the water. 
Nearly aIl waters of the state have been disturbed, in some 
cases more significantly than others. Cultural factors are 
broadly defmed as point and nonpoint sources of pollution. 
These factors have an impact on habitat and water quality. 
and on the uses that may occur in a surface water. 

CulturalIy induced conditions can be further subdivided 
into controllable and uncontrol!able types, or similarly, re- 
versible and irreversible impacts. Theoretically, if cultural 
impacta are properly managed or removed, an altered envi- 
ronment wiLl revert to its natural state. Grass and trees 
could be planted instead of corn, and all dams could be dis- 
mantled. However, in some caaea, actions to control or re- 
verse cuitural impacts may not be reasonable. 

Uncontrollable Cultural Factors. Uncontrollable IX& 
tural factors are those activities over which regulatory agen- 
cies have little or no control, or prefer to exercise no controL 
For purpoee of stream class&ration, two major factors are of 
concern - existing land use and hydrologic modifications. 
These in-place activities are generally uncontrollable and 
may have significant impacts on stream use. When the cause 
of an impact is uncontroilable. the impact must be consid- 
ered a normal characteristic of a stream for the purpose of 
classitkation. 

The present use of land for agriculture and urban devel- 
opment will, in most cases, not change. The long-term im- 
pact these cultural uses may have had on a stream system 
will also. in most cases, not chauge. The impacta of land use 
on a stream system are not always obvious because they 
have occurred gradually. For example, removal of native 
vegetation. destruction of wetlands and paving of streets in- 
creases runoff and reduces groundwater recharge. This re- 
moval of water may alter the flow regime and water quality 
of a stream, and affect uses. Such actions may also increase 
peak flowe. resulting in long-term and irreversible changes 
in habitat structure. 

A more obvious cultural factor affecting stream use is hy- 
drologic alteration. Existing dams, straightened portions of 
streams, and wetland drainage are exemples of stream alter- 
ations which can affect uses and appropriate classifications. 
The question of controllability of these factors is technically 
and legally complex, but assuming no regulatory measure 
can be taken to revert back to an original condition, then 
these alterations and their impacts muat be considered 
uncontrollable. 

Controllable Cultural Factora Sources of pollution in ____ J-. 



this cateeorv are those that can be controlled by a reason- 
able levzof;nanagement The primary controllable factors 
are the point sources of wastewater discharge. Proprams are 
in place to regulate what, how, when, and where point 
sources &charge wastes. Point source3 are, within certain 
bounds, always controllable. The impact of point sources on 
writer quality and stream uses should not be factored into 
the claas%cation process, assuming the impact can be 
removed. 

Alao possibly controllable are activities on the land - 
nonpoint aourcea. Although Wisconsin does not have a pro- 
gram to r&ate nonpoint sources* it does have a grant and 
management program to encourage nonpoint source control. 
Contzollahle nonpoint aourcea, aa envisioned here, are those 
associated with the application of “best management prac- 
tices” on ttgriculturd and urban landa. 

In situationa where application of best management 
practicea is likely to result in stream use improvements, the 
impacta kom nonpoint sources should he dieregarded in the 
clMaitication procew. However, it may he difficult to show a 
direct cause and effect relationship between nonpoint 
sourcea and water quality. It may be equally difficult to 
ahow a direct relationship between nonpoint sources and 
habitat deterioration except in extreme situations. For in- 
stance, even if better land management was applied to a wa- 
tershed, it may be difficult to predict how long it may take 
an impacted stream to recover. Classifying a stream ta a 
higher use. baaed on an anticipated natural improvement, 
Which may or may not take place, may not be logical. In 
some situations the impact of nonpoint sources on habitat 
should probably be conaidered uncontrollable for current 
MtiOM. 
I 
I I 
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According to Karr and Dudley (1981) nonpoint control 
efforta that &prove water quality may fail to improve the 
biota of a stream if suitable physical habitats are absent. 
This does not imply, however, that nonpoint source control 
efforts are not worthwhile. Over a long time period stream 
uses will improve, and the effect of nonpoint sources on 
downstream uses must also be considered. 

There are other cultural factors with immediate and di- 
rect effects on stream uses which can generally be controlled 
by regulation. For example, a flow management scheme that 
results in withholding or diversion of water on a routine ba- 
sis may preclude certain uaea and aquatic populations. Such 
actions are almost always controllable. Sources of pollution, 
such aa rural septic systems, are controllable. Proposed 
stream alterations. such aa dama and straightening, are con- 
trollable because these are regulated activities. Even an ex- 
isting dam, already discussed aa being uncontrollable, may 
be managed in certain ways to reduce impacts on stream 
uaw. 

Determining the factors arrecLlbp sclt;~- *se; and their 
stb:;19 of controllability are the most important parta of this 
claaaifcation procedure. The process of identifying factors 
and de&mining controllabiiity serves two important func- 
tionaz (1) it supplies much of the information required to 
designate appropriate stream uses, and (2) it identifies the 
specific management iequired to achieve designated uses. 
The meet difficult task ia determining controllability, espe- 
cially for nonpoint sources. Another related problem ia an- 
ticipating the response of a stream to management of pollu- 
tion sources. To classify streams, subjective judgments 
regarding the status of these problems will likely have to be 
made for individual situations. 

STREAM USE CLASSE? 

Stream use classes are listed in Table 2. Stream use is 
described by the f&h species or other aquatic organisms ca- 
pable of being supported by a natural stream system. Use 
claaaaa in Table 2 are Listed from the most sensitive to the 
moat tolerant use. Common fiih species and their represent- 
ative classification categories are liated in Table 3. The 
designation of an appropriate use class is baaed on the abil- 
ity of a stream to supply habitat and water quality require- 
m&i of use claaa organ&a. Sections or “reaches” of a 
dream may be assigned different uaa classes, and the same 
stwm or stream reach nmy be assigned different use classes 
baaed on aeaaonal differences. This concept, termed “sea- 
sonal clamification.” ia used to describe variations in stream 
conditions For example, a stream may serve as a fmh 
spawning area in the spring, but natural changes in flow or 
water quality may preclude the existence of fish in other 
seaaona. Following are deacriptiona of the use classes for 
clawifying wiaconEin streams: 

Claaa A, Cold Water Sport Fish: Streams capable of 
supporting a cold water sport fuhery, or serving as a spawn- 

I \ 

l Wiaconain does have regulatory authority for construc- 
~4 tion sit.43 runoff. 

ing area for salmonid species. The presence of an occasional 
salmonid in a stream doe-s not justify a Class A designation 
(e.g.. trout are occasionally taken from the Mississippi 
River but that fact alone does not justify a cold water sport 
fish designation). 

TABLE 2. Stream use classes for aquatic life. 

use ClaM DWXiQtiOll 

it 
Capable of aupportiug cold water sport fuh 
Capable of SUQQOttbg warm water sport fish 

c Capable of SUQportins intolerant forage hh’, in- 
tolerant macroinvertcbrates. or a valuable popu- 
lation of tolerant forage fuh 

D Capable of SUQQOtig tolerant or very tolerant 

forage or rough fmh’, or tolerant 
macroinvertebratea 

E Capable of SUQQOhl,j very tolerant 
macroinvertebrates or no aquatic life 

l See Table 3. 
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TABLE 3. Common fish species and classification categories. 

Very Tolerant 
Forage or Rough 

Sport Fiih intolerant Forage Toluant Forage Fish -_-.-- -- 
T?OUts StOllMOll~r Golden shiner Carp 
SAbnoaA Rceyface ahiner Gmmon shiner Goltiuh 
Northern pike SpottAil shiner Sand shiner IMud minnow 
Muakellunge Blacknoee shine, Emerald shiner Fathead minnow 
smAllmouthbAsa Black&in shiner spotfii shiner Sheepahead 
LlrgAmoutb bass DIXt4 Bluntnose minnow Buffalo 
YdlGW bAM Horny&ad chub Creek chub Carp suckers 
WhitabAaa S~acAt .IohNlydArtAr Gan 
Rack: Tadpole nmdtom Sucken Bowfia 

W&W RedhoM Brook stickleback Mooneye 

SW- Dartars (axapt BuuheAdlulMow 
White crappie Johnny Darter) 
Black crappie 
BhUgill 
SUdiAhA# 
Yellow parch 
BuUlU& 
CAtfhb 
SW 
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Claaa B. Warm Water Sport Fiahz Streams capable of 

supporting a warm water sport fmhery or serving as A apawn- 
ing area f&r warm water sport &iA Although warm water 
sport fish am occnsionally found in many emall rtrenmq a 
stream should be capable of supporting a %unxnon” desig- 
nated population to rate a “B” &ssification. 

Clans C, Intolerant Forage Fish, Intolerant 
Macroinvertebrates, or a Valuable Population of Tol- 
erant Forage Fisk streal.M capable of supporting M 
abundant, and usually diverse. pop&&ion of forage fish or 
intolerant macroinvertebratea. Theae streams are generally 
too amalI to support cold or warm water sport fish, but have 
natural water quality and habitat sufficient to support for- 
age f& or macroinvertabrates. Streams capable of support- 
ing valuable populations of tolerant forage fmh should also 

I 
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lx included in Class C. This type of stream may provide 
beneficial uses. such as a food source for a downstream sport 
ftiery, or a sucker fishery. 

Class D, Tolerant or Very Tolerant Fish. or Tolerant 
Macroinvertebrates: Streams capable of supporting only a 
small population of tolerant forage fish, very tolerant fish, or 
tolerant macroinvertebrates. The aquatic community in 
such a stream is usually limited due to naturally poor water 
quality or habitat deficiencies. 

Cl- E, Very Tolerant Macroinvertebrates or No 
Aquatic Life: Streams only capable at best of supporting 
very tolerant macroinvertebratas, or an occasional very tol- 
erant fmh. Such streams are usually small and severely lim- 
ited by water quality or habitat. Marshy ditches and inter- 
mittent streams are examples of Class E streams. 

I i 
CLASSIFICATION PRbCEDURE 

The objective of stream classification is to designate logi- 
cal urns by evaluating and describing stream ecosystems. 
The dassification procedure includes a list of important fac- 
tors that need to be evaluated, and suggests how to merge 
data and perceptions into A final decision about appropriate 
use. Designated uses are based on the relationship and over- 
ail quality of all eccsyatem components. 

The stream classification procedure combines objective 
and subjective analysis. Objectivity in the procedure comes 
from pointing out the major individual factors one needs to 
evaluate, and by placing bounds on ecoiogical “criteria” 
which separate streams into use classes. However, because 
ecosystems are extremely complex, professional judgment 
must also be part of the classification process. This fleribil- 
ity is needed to allow for logical decisions about stream use. _ 

The following guidelines do not cover all potential situa- 
tions and should be viewed as starting points from which 
experience wiIl dictate the scope of an investigation, includ- 
ing what needs to be added or what can be deleted. The clas- 
sification process requires five basic steps - study design, 
data collection, data evaluation. impact controllability anal- 
ysis, and appropriate use designation. 

STUDY DESIGN 

Because of the management objective of this classifica- 
tion procedure, water quality evaluation staff have major re- 
sponsibility. However, the process should be A “team” effort 



&& staff. staff MeI expertisa in othar areas may also be 
required. The team should determine the detail and scope of 
andysia required to classify any given stream. in some cases, 
file information coupled with a desk top evaluation may suf- 
fice. In complex situations, detailed studies may be needed 
to reach a credible decision. 

DATA COLLECTION 

Data located in tiles. studies, reports. etc. should be re- 
viewed. If sufficient current data exist they may be ade- 
quate to form the basis for a classification. However, in all 
cases. *site visit is necessary to verify the evaluation. If cur- 
rent data are insufficient, a stream evaluation must be 
conducted. 

Stream biota are generally dependent upon extreme con- 
ditions which normally occur during periods of low flow. 
Thus, samples, measurements and observations will give a 
more reliable indication of appropriate use if taken when 
the stream is at a low or at least normal flow. Ln situations 
where seasonal use changes are possible. additional data at 
higher flows may be needed. 

The following data may be required to determine and 
justify a use class designation: 

(1) 

(2) 

Stream Flow - The flow of a stream can vary over a 
wide range and can be expressed in a number of ways. 
Stream use is often limited by annual low flow which is 
expressed here as representative low flow. Flow data for 
many streams are available from the U.S. Geological 
Survey (USGS), and can be used as points of reference 
for determining representative low Row. If flow data are 
not available, it may be necessary to gauge the present 
flow and obtain a low flow estimate from USGS. 

Water Quality - Natural, or background water quali- 
ty should generally be used as the basis for ciassifica- 
tion. Daily and sometimes seasonal water quality ex- 
tremes determine the class of organisms a stream is 
capable of supporting. Tbe most extreme water quality 
conditions normally occur during low flow periods. 
Thus, an attempt should be made to collect data at that 
time. 
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Water samples and instream data should be col- 
lected upstream from controllable sources of pollution. 
In situations where this is impossible, water quality 
may be a function of the controllable source and cannot 
generally be used as a basis for classification. Many 
forms of water quality can have an impact on stream 
use. However, the parameters most directly related to 
use include dissolved oxygen, temperature and pH. 
Toxia and other parameters should be measured if a 
problem is suspected. 

(3) Hnbitat Structure - Habitat evaluation is considered 
the most important factor in the stream classification 
proceaa. In situations where water quality data cannot 
be used. habitat may be the only basis for classification. 
The habitat rating is based on an evaluation of water- 
shed, stream banks, and stream bed characteristics. 
The habitat evaluation and rating procedure is detailed 
in a separate section. 

(4) Stream Biota - The biological communities presently 
inhabiting a stream including fish. benthic organisms, 
rooted vegetetion. algae, etc. should be determined. 
This need not be an exhaustive sample collection effort 
since designation of attainable use will rarely he based 
totiy on biological data. Knowing what organisms are 
present in a stream helps determine what the approprl- 
ate use claaa should be. Many biolo&al sampling and 
arm&a math& ara l vtilabla. The methods am left to 

, 
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t.hs discretion of the evaluator, but should be described 
in the classification report. 

DATA EVALUATION 

The use class a stream IS capable of attaining is deter- 
mined by comparing stream system data to the life support 
needs of use class organisms. Table 4 lists a set of stream 
system parameters and values for each which correspond to 
the five use classes. The table is used to estimate appropri- 
ate stream use based on the quality of individual parame- 
ters. Parameter values and use classes are listed from high to 
low quality and are intended to he mutually exclusive. 
Therefore, the lowest use class indicated by the lowest qual- 
ity parameter is the estimated appropriate use of a stream. 
The values shown are not water quality standards criteria. 
Rather, values at the extremes are conditions which the par- 
ticular biota may be able to tolerate for a short time. Criteria 
in water quality standards are developed to assure protec- 
tion for sensitive species throughout their life history of ex- 
posure. Values in Table 4 are guides to determine if tolera- 
ble conditions exist in a surface water, but even these should 
be used with care because observed conditions outside the 
noted bounds do not necessarily preclude the existence of a 
use class. These values should be used to evaluate stream 
system date and be a major factor in the stream classifica- 
tion process. Following is a description of the parameters in 
Table 4 and other stream characteristics used in the evalua- 
tion procedure. 

(1) Flow Characteristics - In this classification system 
representative low flow most nearly reflects the long- 
term ability of a stream to support certain organisms. 
Representative low flow values in Table 4 are based on 
a review of fish community data from various Wiscon- 
sin streams. 

Streams receiving an effluent, or that are proposed 
to receive an effluent, should be evaluated at two repre- 
sentative low flows. One based on natural flow, and one 
based on natural flow plus design effluent flow. This 
evaluation is only important when design effluent flow 
adds significantly to a stream’s base flow. For example. 
when an effluent going to an otherwise dry drainage 
way creates a stream. This procedure invol Y interpo- 
lation of stream conditions at a higher or lower flow, 
and relies heavily on professional judgment. The pur- 
pose is to provide a more complete evaluation and con- 
sideration of alternatives upon which to base a logical 
designation of appropriate use. The procedure also pro- 
vides more complete information needed by resource 
managers on which to base subsequent decisions re- 
garding effluent limits or other management practices. 

(2) Water Quality Characteristics -Criteria in Table 4 
are maximum or minimum values at which use class bi- 
eta may be expeked to survive during critical periods. 
If these extreme values were common in a stream, the 
corresponding biota would probably not be maintained 
in a healthy state. However, natural short-term fluctua- 
tions in water quality are expected in some streams, and 
values exceeding “standards” do not necessarily pre- 
clude associated uses. If water quality is a use limiting 
factor due to a controllable impact, and natural water 
quality cannot be determined, appropriate use should 
be based on flow and habitat. 

(3) Habitat Rating - The rating values in Table 4 are a 
numerical ranking of the overall quality of a stream’s 
watershed, banks and bed characteristics. The rating 
procedure is described in the final section of the classi- 
fication guIdelines. Hating values can range from 56 to 
210 and lower number vnluer Indicate higher quality 

- 



TABLE 4. Physical and chemical criteria guidelines for aquatic iife use 
chases. 

Use Class and Criteria 
Parameter A B C D E 
Flow’ >.5 >3 >.2 >.l >o 

Wster Quality 
DiSSJlVcd 
OxygerW >4 >3 >3 >l <I 

Temperaturec <75 <86 <&?6 <90 >90 

pHc :5.<9.5 >5.< 10.5 >5.< 10.5 >4.< 11 Cd.>11 

TOXid aacute aacute aacute acute >acute 

Habitat R&in@ <I44 <I44 4144 >I44 >2al 

A Wir. DNR as on table. 
9 U.S. EPA 119771. 
C Alebaatsr and Lloyd l1990). 
0 U.S. EPA 11980). 

habitat. High quality use usually requires high quality 
habitat. The range of values within a specific use class 
also gives an indication of the quality of use. for exam- 
ple, a trout stream with a rating of 60 would beixpected 
to support more fish than a trout stream with a rating of 
120. 

(4) Biological Data Evaluation - The biological com- 
munity inhabiting a stream may be used as an indica- 
tion of attainable use, but should generally not form the 
only basis for use class designation. Moat streams are 
disturbed in some way, and their present biota may be a 
function of that impact. Thus, present biological com- 
munities may not indicate realistic attainable usea 
under proper management of the sources of impact. 
Even in streams with no obvious problems, the present 
organisma may not reflect what otherwise may be a 
higher quality use. For example, a stream with trout 
stream characteristics may not contain trout because 
they were never introduced. The classification of such a 
stream, if based only on its present community of or- 
ganisms. may noi. indicate ite true potential use. 

The moat important use of a biological evaluation is 
to determine if a water quality problem exists. For ex- 
ample, a stream with flow and habitat characteristic of 
a high w class, but not supporting that class of organ- 
isma, moat likely has a water quality problem. It is then 
neceaamy to determine the source of the problem and 
judge if it is controllable or not. I f  the problem is con- 
trollable the claaafication should be based on flow and 
habitat. I f  the problem is uncontrollable the classifica- 
tion may be based on the biological evaluation. 

IMPACT CONTROLLABILITY ANALYSIS 

A mayor objective of the data evaluation process was to 
identify the factors limiting stream use. The objective of 
controllability analysis is to determine If those limiting fac- 

tors can be managed in some way to improve stream use. 
That is, are the causes of impacts limiting stream use con- 
trollable, and further, are the impacts reversible? Controlla- 
bility was discussed in the factors affecting stream uses sec- 
tion of these guidelines. Table 1 suggested what may or may 
not be controllable. but no further guidelines are provided. 
Determining controllability of sources and impacts can be a 
complex decision point and it may be necessary to obtain 
help from other staff with experience in the problem area. 

APPROPRIATE USE DESIGNATION 

The use class designated for a stream should be based on 
Table 4. any other available data, and the professional judg- 
ment of the evaluators. There will always be cases that do 
not conform to a rigid analysis process, and this system is 
intended to be flexible enough to account for those 
situations. 

The evaluation of small streams receiving or proposed to 
receive waste discharges may result in two possible use des- 
ignations. When this occurs rt will be necessary to recom- 
mend one use class as more appropriate. This is one point 
where the classification process may, and perhaps should, 
digress from a purely scientific endeavor. Many factors, 
such as resource value, downstream uses, effluent character- 
istics and size. and even economics should be considered 
before recommending a use class designation. 

As a final consideration, the biological data can serve as a 
check on the results of the evaluation as follows: 

( 1) If  the biological community conforms to the indicated 
use class. report that classification. 

(2) If  the biological community is better than the indicated 
use class, base the classification on the biological 
evaluation. 

(3) If  the biological community is lower than the indicated 
use. determine the factors affecting use and if they are 
controllable or uncontrollable. If the factors are con- 
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background water quality, flow, and habimt. If the fac- 

tors are uncontrobable, the classification can he based 
on the biological evaluation. 

TO complete the classification process, the evaluators 
should file a report which recommends a use class, and out- 
lines why the use class is appropriate. A number of mlmage- 
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ment and admtnistratrve decisions may be based on the use 
class. These decisions may be made by people without first- 
hand knowledge of the stream. Thus, it is important to doc- 
ument all factors. both objective and subjective, which en- 
tered into the classification process. In most situations. 
there are key factors influencing the use class recommenda- 
tion, and those should be highlighted in the report. 

STREAM SYSTEM HABITAT EVALUATION 

Stream system habitat is defined as watershed, stream 
bank, and instream habitat. Watershed and stream bank 
characteristics are included because they directly affect in- 
stream characteristics - e.g., flow, depth, substrate, and 
pool-to-riffle ratio. Stream system habitat is one of the moat 
important factors determining attainable use. and there- 
fore, habitat evaluation is stressed in this classification pro- 
cedure. A detailed discussion of stream system habitat eval- 
uation is presented here to insure that, where practical, 
uniform evaluation procedures are followed. 

The purpose of this evaluation procedure IS to integrate 
and rate stream system habitat characteristics in relation to 
the various use claaaifications. The final product is a numer- 
ical rank or score of habitat quality which is used to help 
identify the use (Table 4). The evaluation process used here 
is similar to one developed by the U.S. Forest Service (1975) 
to asaesa the stability of mountain streams. Some of the rat- 
ing characteristics for stream habitats in that system have 
been adapted and some new parameters added to fit the 
character of Wisconsin streams. 

Following is a description of stream system habitat char- 
acteristics and an excellent-to-poor rating scale for each. 
The evaluation form in the Appendix provides a method to 
integrate data and observations of individual characteristics 
into an overall habitat rating for a s’ -earn. 

HABITAT RATING CHARP TERISTICS 

WATERSHED - The total area ot 
high water line that contributes rr 
The character and condition of a wa 
acter of n stream and stream bed. 
shed draining directly to a surface t 
eat concern. 
1. Erosion - The existing or pote 

and movement into a stream. 
into a stream results in destruc 
duced potential to support aqk 
be rated by observation of 
characteristics. 

Excellent: No evidence c 
reached or could reach the 
is well managed and usua 

ture vegetation. The strea 
siltation. 
Good: May be some erosi< 
areas. There may be WC 

i ,. ove the extreme 
:c, A surface water. 

v.1 affects the char- 
rtion of a water- 

F i:, usually of great- 

1 -tachment of soil 
:s pcrovement of soil 
of’ nabitat and a re- 

_ life. This item can 
>r;.led and stream 

:s: erosion that has 
tam. The watershed 
Qarncterized by ma- 
.o r no evidence of 

:t but few “raw” 
;ed agricullural 

2. 

fields in the area. Areas that may have eroded in 
the past are revegetated and stable. The stream 
shows little evidence of siltation. 
Fair: Erosion from fields and some raw areas are 
evident. Heavy storm events are likely to erode soil 
resulting in periodic high suspended solids in the 
stream. Some siltation is evident in the stream, and 
has resulted in destruction of some habitat. Vege- 
tative cover may be sparse and does not appear sb- 
ble in all areas. There is moderate potential for 
maae erosion. 
Poor: Erosion sources are obvious. Almost any run- 
off will result in detachment of soil from raw areas 
and cause suspended solids and siltation problems 
in the stream. Instream habitat may be poor due to 
siltation. Stream flow may fluctuate widely 
(“flashy stream”). 

Nonpoint Source Pollution and Other Compromis- 
ing Factors - This item refers to problems and poten- 
tial problems other than siltation. Nonpoint source pol- 
lution is defined as diffuse agricultural and urban 
runoff. Other compromising factors in a watershed 
which may affect attainable use are feedlots, wetlands, 
septic systems, dams and impoundments, mine seep- 
age, etc. Nonpoint sources and other compromising fac- 
tors can be a major source of pollutants, or create 
problems which affect stream use. Examples of poten- 
tial problems from these sources include pesticides, 
heavy metals, nutrients, bacteria, temperature, low dis- 
solved oxygen. etc. If these types of problems are sus- 
pected, it may be necessary to conduct an intensive 
study to determine the problem. It is also important to 
determine if the problem is controllable or not. If the 
problem ia controllable it should not be factored into 
the habitat evaluation process. 

Excellent: No evidence of sources or potential 
sources. 
Good: No obvious problems. but there may be po- 
tential sources such as aariculturai fields, farms, 
etc. The watershed should be well managed to fit 
this category. 
Far: Potential problems evident. ‘Some runoff 
from farm fields, watershed intensively cultivated, 
urban area, small wetland area draining to stream, 
potential for barnyard runoff, small impoundment, 
etc. 
Poor: Sources of pollution which may be affecting 
stream use are evident. Examples of sources are 
runoff due to poor land management, high use ur- 
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ban or industrial areas, feed lots, impoundments. 
drainage from large wetlands, mine seepage, tile 
field drainage, etc. An absence of intolerant organ- 
isms in streams with excellent to good habitat may 
be an indication of these problems. 

STREAM BANKS - The stream channel is composed of an 
upper and lower bank, and a bottom (Fig. 1.1. The upper 
bank is tha land area from the break in the general slope of 
the surrounding land to the normal high water line. It is nor- 
mdy vegetated and is covered by water in only extreme 
high water periods. Land forms vary from wide, flat flood 
plains to narrow, steep slopes. 

The lower bank is the intermittently submerged portion 
of the stream croes section from the normal high water line 
to the low water line. The lower channel banks define the 
stream width. This area varies from bare soil to rock, and 
the land form may vary i-or- Cat to steep. 

Stream banks are importru8L in rating stream system 
habitat because their character and stability directly affect 
instream characteristics and uses. The evaluation and rating 
is based on observation of bank characteristica combined 
with observation of resultant instream characteristics. 
Habitat rating items 3 and 4 refer to both upper and lower 
banks because it is sometimes difficult to distinguish a line 
between tha two. Also, the effect on a stream is similar in 
situations where either bank area is a problem. 
3. Bank Erosion, Failure - Existing or potential detach- 

ment of soil and movement into a stream. Steeper 
bank are generally more subject to erosion and failure, 
and may not support stable vegetation. Streams with 
poor banks will often have poor instream habitat. 

Excellent: No evidence of significant erosion or 
bank failure. Side slopes are generally less than 
30% and are stable. Little potantial for future 
problem. 
co& Infrequent, small areas of erosion or bank 
slumping. Most areas are stable with only slight po- 
tential for erosion at flood stages. Side slopes up to 
40% on one bank. Little potential for major 
problem. 
Fair: Frequency and size of raw areas are such that 
normal high water has eroded some banks. High 
erosion and failure potential at extreme high 

stream flows. Side slopes up to 60% on some 
banks. 
Poor: Mass erosion and bank failure is evident. 
Many raw areas are present and are subject to ero- 
sion at above normal flow. Erosion and undercut- 
ting is evident on bends and some straight channel 
arena Side slopes greater than 60% are common 
and provide large volumes of soil for downstream 
sedimentation when banks are laterally cut. 

J. Bank Vegetative Protection - Bank soil is generally 
held in place by plant root systems. The density and 
health of bank vegetation is an indication of bank sta- 
bility and potential instream sedimentation. Trees and 
shruba usually have deeper root systems than grasses 
and forbs and are, therefore, more efficient in reducing 
erosion (Kohnke and Bertrand 19591. Bank vegetation 
also helps reduce the velocity of flood flows. Greater 
density of vegetation is more efficient in reducing lat- 
eral cutting and erosion. A variety of vegetation is more 
desirable than a monotypic plant community. 

Vegetative protection is important in evaluating the 
!ong-term potential for erosion, and stability of the 
stream system. The evaluation and rating is based on 
observation of existing vegetation, erosion, and in- 

stream conditions. 
Excellent: A variety of vegetation is present and 
covers more than 90% of the bank surface. Any 
bare or sparsely vegetated areas are small ant 
ewnly dispersed. Growth is vigorous and reproduc- 
tion of species is proceeding at a rate to insure con- 
tinued ground cover. A deep, dense root mat is 
inferred. 
Good: A variety of vegetation is present and covers 
7090% of the bank surface. Some open areas with 
unstable vegetation are evident. Growth vigor is 
good for all species but reproduction may be 
sparse. A deep root mass is not continuous and ero- 
sion is possible in openings. 
Fair: Vegetative cover ranges from 50-707, and is 
composed of scattered shrubs, grasses and forbs. .A 
few bare or sparsely vegetated areas are evident. 
Lack of vigor and reproduction is evident in some 
individuals or species. This condition is ranked fair 



due to the percent of area not covered by veyeta- -- 
bon with a deep root system. 
poor: Less than 50% of the banks covered by vege- 
tation. Vegetation is composed of grasses and 
forbs. Any shrubs or trees exist as individuals or 
widely scattered clumps. Many bare or sparse11 
vegetated areas are obvious. Growth and reproduc- 
tion vigor is generally poor. Root mats are discon- 
tinuous and shallow. 

5. Chan&l Capacity - Channel width, depth, gradient, 
and roughness determine the volume of water which 
can be transmitted. Over time, channel capacity adjusts 
to the size of watershed, climate, and changes in vegeta- 
tion (stability). When channel capacity is exceeded, 
unstable areas are likely to erode resulting in habitat 
destruction. Indicators of this problem are deposits of 
soil on the lower banks and organic debris found hung 
up in bank vegetation. The objective in rating this item 
is to estimate normal peak flow and if the present lower 
bank crces section is adequate to carry the load without 
bank deterioration. 

The ability of a stream channel to contain flood 
flows can be estimated by calculating the width-to- 
depth ratio (W/D ratio). The W/D ratio is calculated 
by dividing the average top width of the lower bank by 
the height of the lower bank. This item is rated by the 
W/D ratio, and by observing the condition of banks, po- 
sition of debris, and instream siltation. 

Excellent: The stream channel is adequate to con- 
tain peak flow volumes plus some additional flow. 
Overbank floods are rare. W/D ratio less than 7; 
i.e., 36 ft wide divided by 6 ft deep = 6. 
Good: The stream channel is adequate to contain 
most peak flows. W/D ratio of 8-15. 

Fair: The channel can barely contain normal peak 
flows in average years. W/‘D ratio of 15-25. 
Poor: The channel capacity is obviously inade- 
quate. Overbank flows are common as indicated by 
condition of banks and accumulation of debris. 
W/D ratio greater than 25. 

6. Bauk Deposition - The character of above water de- 
posits is an indication of the severity of watershed and 
bank eroaion, and stability of the stream system. De- 
posits are generally found on the lee side of rocks and 
other objects which deflect flow. These deposits tend to 
be short and narrow. On flat lower banks, deposition 
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during recession from peak flows may be quite Large. 
The growth or appearance of bars where they did not 
previously exist is an indication of upstream erosion. 
These bars tend to grow in depth and length with con- 
tinued watershed disturbance. Deposition may also oc- 
cur on the inside of bends, below channel constrictions, 
and whererstream gradient flattens out. This iten is 
evaluated and rated by observation. 

Excellent: Little or no fresh deposition on point 
bars or on the lee side of obstructions. Point bars 
appear stable. 
Good: Some fresh deposits on old bars and behind 
obtructions. Sizes tend to be of larger-sized coarse 
gravel and some sand, very little silt. 
Fair: Deposits of fresh, tine gravel, sand and silt 
observed on most point bars and behind obstruc- 
tions. Formation of a few new bars is evident, and 
old bars are deep and wide. Some pools are par- 
tially filled with fine material. 
Poor: Extensive deposits of tine sand or silt on bars 
and along banks in straight channels. Accelerated 
bar development. Most pool areas are filled with 
silt. 

STREAM BOTTOM - The portion of the stream channel 
cross section which is totally an aquatic environment (Fig. 

1.). The character and stability of bottom material is impor- 
tant in determining stream use because this area provides 
habitat necessary to support aquatic life. A variety of stable 
habitat, which provides areas for feeding, resting and repro- 
duction, will generally support a higher class of organisms. 
Stream bottom characteristics are evaluated and rated by 
observation. The evaluation should be conducted when the 
stream is free of suspended material to enhance observation. 
7. Scouring and Deposition - This item relates to the de- 

struction of instream habitat resulting from most of the 
problems defined under 1-6 above. Deposition material 
comes from watershed and bank erosion. Scouring re- 
sults from high velocity flows and is a function of water- 
shed characteristics, stream hydrology, and stream 
morphology. Characteristics to look for are stable 
habitat and degree of siltation in pools and riffles. Shai- 
low, uniform stream stretches (“flat areas”) may be 
considered either scoured or silted, depending on 
stream velocity. The rating is based on an estimate of 
the percentage of an evaluated reach that is scoured or 
silted; i.e., 50 ft silted in a lOO-ft stream length equals 
50%. 

Excellent: No significant scouring or deposition is 
evident. Up to 5 % of the stream reach evaluated 
may be scoured or silted; i.e., O-5 ft in a IOO-ft 
stream reach. 
Good: Some scouring or deposition is evident but a 
variety of good habitat is still present. Scouring is 

evident at channel constrictions or where the gra- 
dient steepens. Deposition is in pools and backwa- 
ter areas. Sediment in pools tends to move on 
through so pools change only slightly in depth. The 
affected area ranges from 530% of the evaluated 
reach. 
Fair: Scoured or silted area covers 3050% of the 
evaluated stream reach. Scouring is evident below 
obstructions, at constrictions, and on steep grades. 
Deposits tend to fill and decrease the size of some 
pools. Riffle areas are not significantly silted. 
Poor: Scouring or deposition is common. More 
than 50% of evaluated stream reach is affected. 
Few deep pools are present due to siltation. Only 
the larger rocks in riffle areas remain exposed. Bot- 
tom silt may move with almost any flow above 
normal. 

Bottom Substrate-This item refers to .’ 9 availability 
of habitat for support of aquatic organisms. A variety of 
substrate material and habitat types is desirable. Dif- 
ferent organisms are adapted to different habitats; 
thus, a variety of habitat is necessary for development 
of a diverse community. The presence of rock and 
gravel in flowing streams is generally considered more 
desirable habitat. However, other forms of habitat may 
provide the niches required for community support. 
For example, trees, tree roots, vegetation, undercut 
banks, etc., may provide excellent habitat for a variety 
of organisms. This item is evaluated and rated by obser- 
vation. The evaluation should be conducted when 
stream flow is at a normal or lower stage to enhance 
ohaervation. 

Excellent: Greater than 50% stable habitat. 
Rocks, logs, etc. provide shelter. Gravel. debris. rif- 
fle areas-provide habitat for insects and feeding 
areas for fish. 
Good: Stable habitat in 30-50s of the stream 
reach evaluated. Habitat is adequate for develop- 
ment and maintenance of fish and insect 
communities. 
Fair: 10-30s stable habitat. Habitat is approach- 
ing a monotypic type and may have a limiting ef- 
fect on fish and insect populations. Habitat is less 
than desirable. 
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Paar: I,eas than 10% stable habitat. Almost no 
habitat available for shelter or development of a 
desirable insect or fmh community. Lack of habitat 
is obvious. 

-. ’ !. - 
many warm water streams, with good habitat in 
this flow rapge support sport tiih. Other streams, 
with good water quality, support diverse forage fuh 
populations. Many cold water streams in this flow 
range will support trout, if habitat is good. 
Fair: Stream flow 0.5 to 2 cfs for warm water 
streams, and 0.5 to 1 cfs for cold water streams. 
These stream flows are sufficient to support forage 

. . 
species In warm water. Cold water streams in this 
flow range may support a few trout. Streams with 
exceptional habitat may support a fishable trout 
population. Many cold water streams in this range 
will support diverse forage fish and macro- 
invertabrate populations. 
Poor: Stream Row less than 0.5 cfs for both warm 
and cold water streams. Streams in this category 
may become intermittent in dry periods. Streams 
with exceptional water quality and habitat may 
support forage fish, or even serve as spawning or 
nursery areas for trout. 

11. Pool/Riffle or Run/Bend Ratio - This rating item as- 

STREAM MORPHOLOGY AND FLOW - The rating 
items in this category include depth, flow, and run-to-riffle 
or pool-to-bend ratio. These stream characteristics are 
closely related to previous rating items. Stream depth, mor- 
phology and flow are a function of watershed characteristics 
and climate. They may be the most important evaluation 
parameters because they relate to the volume of water and 
habitat available to provide life support requirements, i.e., 
shelter. food and reproduction needs. Low stream flow and 
shallow depth can be major limiting factors preventing a 
certain uaa. Stream morphology relates to habitat and can 
also become a limiting factor. 

In situatiqns whare effluent flow significantly adds to or 
subtracts from natural stream flow, tha stream should be 
evaluated under both flow conditions. This procedure ap- 
plies to the Average Depth and Stream Flow rating items. 
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Average Depth at Repremntative Low Flow - Aver- 
age stream depth is estimated by measuring the maxi- 
mum depth in riffles and pools, adding those depths, 
and dividing by the total number of rift&s and pools. 
This rough eatixnata should be adequate because it re- 
lates to the ability of a stream to provide a medium for 
shelter and movement. It may not be practical to mea- 
sure depth at a representative low flow. However. if a 
stream is evaluated at average or lower flow, a repre- 
sentative low flow depth can be reasonably estimated. 
The representative low flow depth is rated because it is 
a better expression of prevailing conditiona and the 
uses possible in a stream most of the time. The follow- 
ing rating depths are based on depths of streams in 
southern Wisconsin known to support various commu- 
nities. The rating depths are general guidelines only. 
For example, a cold water stream with an average depth 
less than 24 inches may deaarve an excellent rating if 
otherwise excellent habitat ia available. 

Excellent: Average depth greater than 24 inches. 
Riffle depthn allow for free passage of fti and shel- 
ter when feeding. Pool depths provide security and 
ample space for several bh, even at very low flow. 
Good: Average depth 12-24 inches. Most riffles al- 
low free passage and shelter at normal flow condi- 
tions. Meet pools provide adequate shelter under 
all but very low flow conditions. 
Fair: Average depth 6-12 inches. Many riffles are 
too shallow for free passage of fmh at normal flow. 
Some habitat is provided by pools but only at nor- 
mal or higher flow. Depth may be sufficient to sup- 
port forage species and macroinvertebrates. 
Poor: Aversne denth less than 6 inches. Riffles are 
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shallow, even at normal flow. Pools and flat areas 
are shallow and uniform in depth. Little cover 
available for any fmh species. Stream may cease to 
flow in very dry periods. 1 

Stream Plow, at a Representative Low Flow - 
Stream flow rektee to the ability of a stream to provide 
and maintain a stable aquatic environment. The rating 
flows are based on a review of publications on the sur- 
face water resources of Wisconsin counties by the Wis- 
consin Department of Natural Resources. Flows were 
compared to species of f& known to inhabit streams. 

Excellent: Stream flow greater than 5 cfs for warm 
water streams, and greater than 2 cfs for cold water 
streams. These values are baaed on the potential of 
a stream to support warm or cold water sport fish. 
Good: Stream flow 2 to 5 cfs for warm water 
streams, and 1 to 2 cfs for cold water streams. Sur- 
face water resources data for Wisconsin indicates 
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sumes a stream with a mixture of riffles or bends con- 
tains better habitat for community development than a 
straight (run) or uniform depth stream. “Bends” refer 
to a meandering stream. Bends are included because 
some low gradient streams may not have riffle areas, 
but excellent habitat can be provided by the cutting ac- 
tion of water at bends. The ratio is calculated by divid- 
ing the average distance between riffles or bends by the 
average stream width. If a stream contains both riffles 
and bends, the most dominant feature which provides 
the best habitat, should be used. 

Excellent: Pool-to-riffle or run-to-bend ratio of 5- 
7. Pools are deep and provide good habitat. Riffles 
are deep enough for free passage of fish. 
Good: Pool-to-riffle or run-to-bend ratio of 7-15. 
Adequate depth in pools and riffles. 
Fair: Pool-to-riffle or run-to-bend ratio of 15-25. 
Occasional riffle or bend. Variable bottom con- 
tours may provide some habitat. 
Poor: Pool-to-riffle or run-to-bend ratio greater 
than 25. Essentially a straight and uniform depth 
stream. Little habitat of any kind. 

Aesthetics - This rating item does not necessarily re- 
late to the ability of a stream to support aquatic life. 
However, people’s perception of what constitutes a de- 
sirable surface water is important. Even though a 
stream may not be capable of supporting high use class 
organisms, it may have desirable aesthetic qualities 
which deserve protection. It is not possible to guide 
everyone to a uniform aesthetic rating decision. How- 
ever, various studies have been conducted on what most 
people consider as aesthetics when viewing a setting. 
The various factors important in this evaluation 
include: 

1. Visual pattern 5. Naturalness 
quality 6. Geological values 

2. Land husbandry 7. Historical values 
3. Degree of change 6. Flora and fauna 
4. Recovery potential diversity 

Excellent: The stream or stream section has wil- 
derness characteristics, outstanding natural 
beauty, or flows through a wooded or unpastured 
corridor. 
Good: High natural beauty - trees, historic site. 
Some watershed development may be visible, such 
as agricultural fields. pastures, some dwellings. 
Land in use is well managed. 
Fair: Common setting, but not offensive. May be a 
developed but uncluttered area. 
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Poor: Stream does not enhance aesthetics. Condi- 
tion of stream is offensive, and recovery without 
extensive renovation of watershed and stream is 
unlikely. 

HABITAT RATING PROCEDURE 

The habitat characteristics described are rated from ex- 
cellent to poor on the form provided in the Appendix. The 
habitat score obtained from the rating form is used in Table 
4 to assist in determining attainable stream use. The rating 
numbers are relative to one another from excellent to poor, 
and number values are weighted to give the more important 
rating items (depth. flow, substrate) more significance in 
the total score. It is the proportion of the rating values to 
one another that is important, not the actual number value. 

Complete the rating form using field measurements, ob- 
aervationa. maps, aerial photoe. etc. if a stream is divided 
into segments, complete a separaQ form for each one as 
follom 

1. Circle the number which best dam&es the condition of 
the rating item. 

EL 
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2. If  you feel the actual condition falls somewhere between - 

two descriptions cross out the number and write in an 
intermediate value which hatter describes the situation. 

3. Complete all rating items on the form. 
I 

4. Add all scores in each column, then add the column 
totals to arrive at a final ranking score for the stream 
segment. 

5. Use the final ranking score in Table 4. 
The rating items are interrelated so do not dwell on any 

one item for long. Avoid keying in on a single indicator un- 
less it has significant impact on the stream’s potential to 
support aquatic life. The weight given to more important 
items is intended to account for this. In this system a stream 
with excellent characteristics will receive a lower number 
score than one with poor characteristics. i.e. the lower the 
score, the better the stream system habitat. 

1 j 
Tire rating form should be completed in the field to in- 

sure all items are rated at the sits. ‘pl -‘----:ptions are in- 
tended to stimdate mental images ot urarcator conditions 
wtuch lead to consistent, reproducible habitat ratings by 
different evaluators. 
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WPENDIX: Stream System Habitat Rating Form 

haal RndlLocatba Rauhsaue/Rating 

hmty Date Evaluator Classificarion 

bti3g Itam Category 

ficdcnt Good Fair Pow 

Some emion evident. No Moderate crrmion evident. 

No evidence of significant significant “raw” area,. Erosion from heavy storm 
eroeion Stable forest or grace Gmd land mgmt practicee eventa obvious. Some “raw” Heavy erosion evident. 
lad Little potmtial for fu- in area. Low pDtential for amaa. Potential for nignifi- Probable eraion from my 

water&ad Emaicm turn emeion 8 aignifi~teruion. 10 cant emeioe 14 runoff. 16 

Obvious sourcee. (Major 
No evidence of aiuaiticant Some potential eourcee. Moderate rourcea. (Small wetland drainage, high use 

W&fdlOd - Little potential for (road*. urban area, farm w&Ian&. tile WeIds. urban urban or industrial area, 

Nonnoint Source future DrDbIem. 4 fielda). 8 area intenae amiculture). 16 feed lots, impoundment). 20 

Bank Erosion. 
No evidence of significant Infrequent. small area,, 
erosion or bank failure. Little moetlv healed over. Some 

Moderate frequency and 
rim Some “raw” spota. Era- 
sion potential during high 

Many eroded areas “Raw” 
area9 frequent along straight 

FaiIure potential for future problem. 6 poten&l in extreme floods. 3 now: 15 eectione and bends. la 

Bad Vegetatin 

. 50-70s density. Domi- 
90% plant &a&y. Di- 70-90X density. Fewer nated by graae. #pane tras 
tna, hh. prr plala plant l pecia A few barren andahrube.Planttypesa.nd 450% density. Many raw 
healthy with apparently or thin - Vegetation ap- conditiona suggest poorer areaa. Thin gnaa. few if any 

Protect&n good r&t syatenl- - 6 pears generally healthy. 9 coil binding. 15 treeaandsbrube. QJ 

Ample far prment pe& nor 
plus some increase. Peak Barely contains present 

Lower Bank Chan- Ilowe contained. W/D ratio Adequate. overbank n- Inedequatc, overbank flow 
nel Capacity .z 7. 8 rare. W/D mtio 8-15. 14 common. W/D ratio >25. 16 

Lower Bank 
Depoaitiotl 

Some new increase inbar Modemta dcpmition of new Heavy depot&a of fine mate- 
Little or no edargement of formation, mortly from gravel and coana aand on rial. increared bar 
c&nwIorpointhua 6 -pvd 9 oldandeomenerbua 15 development. @ 

630% affected. Scour at 3Mo% affectad. Depoaib 
Lwthaa5%dthabDttom coaatrittioai and rhrro and scour at olBstNdio4 

Bottomsanuing affectad by ecouriog and grada etaepan Soma depo- conrtrictione and bendr. 
and DepoaitiDa depoaitioa 4 iitiDninpooh. 8 Some fu of poola. 

10-30X rubble. gravel or 
Crutu than 50% rubble, 30-60X rubble, gravel or other rtable habitat Habitat 
graval or other #table &bar aide habitat. Me- availability leer than 

Bottom sutmtmta habitat 2 quatahabitat 7 desirabk. 

Morethan5o% ofthebot- 
tom changing nearly year 
lonn. Poole almoat absent 

16 due’b deposition. 

Lera than 10% rubble. 
gravel or other stable 
habitat. Lack of babiht ie 

17 obvious. 23 

Avuaga Depth at 
Ibp.LorFblV Grut8rthan24iuchem. 0 12incbato24incha 6 Binchatol2incha. 18 Leathan6incha 2Y 

warm rrbr 0.6-2 da. cad Leu than 0.5 cfa. Stream 
Flow. at f&D. Law Warm rater >5 cfa. Co!? w:?E TC’er 2-L -r, c,eu wMe:i-.I;-l qh l-hntin1nw may-tnfloainverydry 

.Fbw. - watu >2 CfA 0 watar l-2 da. 6 blow. 18 years. w 
>25. JhentiaIly a straight 

7-15. Adequata depth in 15-25. OcuuionaI rime OI atream. Generally all flat 
Pool/F .:fIe. Run/ c7. variety of habitat Deap po&andrifflemBendeprw bend. Bottom amtam pro- watar inch or shallow rif- 
Bend> <tie rifneaandpoda. 4 vida habitat 8 vide amrae habitat. 16 fle. Poor babitnt 20 

WiIdmlm charut8natic4 
otatmdq natural baa@. High natural baauty. * comnvvl atting, ODt offen- Stream doee not inhance 
u1uauy rooded or unpu- bkariceita.Snmedmlop rive. Dwabpad but wldut- aeethetia. Condition of 

.Aeath a bAmdmt7ida 6 meatmaybaviaibla 10 tomduaa. 14 8Qeam ie offensive. 16 

~lumn Toi Wiltbout Emuant- . 
hmn To With Effluent - 

id C&m corea Without Effluent, R +G-- +F- +p- -R8achsaxa 
Id chum awra With Effluent, R +c-- +F-, +p- -RnchsMra 

‘3 - l?.xm at, ‘Y-128 I Good, 130-%I0 - Fair, ~200 - Pow 


